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hey who “...GATHERED THEMSELVES TOGETHER against Moses
and against Aaron” (NUMBERS 16:3),
“...WENT DOWN ALIVE into the pit, and the
EARTH closed upon them: and they perished from the congregation [THE JEWS].
“And ALL ISRAEL that were round about them
FLED AT THE CRY OF THEM: for they said, Lest
the EARTH SWALLOW US UP ALSO” (NUMBERS
16:33-34).
Korah and his followers WILL NOT be the last
CAST into a fiery judgment! “And the BEAST
was taken, and with him the FALSE PROPHET
that wrought miracles before him...these
BOTH were CAST ALIVE into a LAKE OF FIRE
burning with brimstone” (REV. 19:20).
There is a PIT in the center of this earth! It
is called HELL. It is also known as the BOTTOMLESS PIT!
It is a TEMPORARY PLACE for those who
have rejected Jesus Christ, because “...he
that BELIEVETH NOT hath made HIM [GOD]
a LIAR [A FALSIFIER]; because he BELIEVETH
NOT THE RECORD [THAT IS, THE EVIDENCE
GIVEN] that God GAVE of His Son” (1 JOHN
5:10).
The FINAL place of judgment will be in the
LAKE of FIRE, where “...the SMOKE of THEIR
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TORMENT ASCENDETH UP for ever and
ever” (REV. 14:11), and where “...DEATH and
HELL” (REV. 20:14) will be cast in too!

and SEETH Abraham AFAR OFF [FROM A DISTANCE]
and Lazarus in his bosom” (LUKE 16:19-23).

God has WARNED YOU throughout His Word
of HELL, and has SENT His servants to WARN
YOU! Read what God has said about the
volcanoes all over this world:
“For a FIRE is kindled in MINE ANGER, and
shall BURN unto the LOWEST HELL, and shall
CONSUME THE EARTH with her increase, and
SET ON FIRE the FOUNDATIONS of the mountains” (DEUT. 32:22).
Below is a vivid picture of the foundation of a
mountain “SET ON FIRE, ” this one recently in
northern Indonesia. The Gamalama volcano
erupted with blasts of thick ash and flows of
LAVA that sent residents RUSHING from the
area, December 4th.

If you go to HELL, your body will go back to
dust, but YOU are a spirit being, created in the
image of God [AND CANNOT DIE], and YOUR
EYES will be OPENED, and YOU will FEEL ALL
THE TORMENTS because of YOUR CHOICE!

But God has given us a LIVE ACCOUNT of what
happens after a man or woman DIES in UNBELIEF! Think about this: EVERY SOUL that has
DIED rejecting Jesus Christ is in HELL right now!
This is YOUR WARNING!
Before Christ died for our sins, ALL SOULS went
to HELL at death. At this time, HELL was DIVIDED into two parts: those who died in faith
went to the place of “COMFORT” and those
WITHOUT faith, on the “TORMENT” side (LUKE
16:26).
But the FAITHFUL were waiting for the PROMISE: “For thou WILT NOT LEAVE my soul in
Hell” (PSALM 16:10); and God didn’t, for “…
[JESUS] LED CAPTIVITY captive” from the
“...LOWER PARTS OF THE EARTH” (EPHES. 4:8-9).

The rich man’s FIRST CONCERN was SELF!
“Father Abraham, HAVE MERCY ON ME” (LUKE
16:24). But Abraham REMINDED him, “...SON,
REMEMBER...IN THY LIFETIME” (LUKE 16:25).
Every soul that DIES, and has REJECTED the
Word of God, REMEMBERS his or her LIFETIME! Knowing that HIS fate is SEALED, the rich
man thinks of his OWN FIVE BRETHREN that
are still alive, and pleads to send someone to
WARN them (LUKE 16:27-31)! You will plead too,
as your relatives have pleaded before you!
Regardless of WHAT you believe or THINK
about HELL, won’t change a thing. God said
that HELL will one day “...CONSUME THE
EARTH with her INCREASE!

“There WAS a certain rich man..and there WAS
a certain beggar named LAZARUS...moreover
the dogs came and licked his sores...and it came
to pass, that the beggar DIED, and was CARRIED
by the angels INTO Abraham’s bosom: the rich
man ALSO died, and was BURIED; and IN HELL
he LIFTED UP his EYES, being in TORMENTS,

You KNOW you’ve told at
least ONE LIE in your lifetime, and THAT qualifies
you as a SINNER before
God. If you HAVE NOT
asked God alone to forgive
you, and save you, your
eyes WILL OPEN in HELL.

